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JACK IS BACK!
 Alright, it’s time I come clean. I know many of you avid Bullsheet readers and fans 
have been wondering about my absence over the past two weeks. Understandably so, the 
Sheet has simply not been the same during my temporary leave. I also figure many of you 
have heard the rumors being spun by the well-intentioned gossiping spinstresses we share 
this beautiful campus with. It’s alright. I’m here to wash away any doubt or misconceptions 
about my time away from The Bullsheet.

 The honest answer is, the rumors, the gossip, it’s all true. I won’t waste time denying 
the facts to save my own reputation.

 Yes, I was at Space Camp. And it was fucking dope.

MY favorite memories from space camp 2020

1.) The Fits

That’s right. They straight up let us keep these. 
Tell me you’ve seen a harder flex. You can’t. Those 
patches? Good luck finding them online. These 
jumpsuits are one of a kind, baby. 
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2.) This Thing

I still don’t really understand why they made us do 
this. Most of the camp consisted of long, sleepless 
nights strapped into this gyrosphere of suffering, in a 
cold dark room, away from the other campers. It was 
fun though! Amusement park vibes. 

3.) Zero Gravity Simulations?

I’ll be honest, I’m a little upset. I just stumbled upon 
this photo online. My space camp did not have zero 
gravity simulations. How come these kids got to float 
around and shit? Not fair. How are they even floating 
there like that? Science really is amazing.

-Jack May, Junior Editor & 
Future Cosmonaut 
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IT’S BLUEGRASS, BABY!
A vision that came to me as my soul left my body after sleeping for 3 hours and then shotgunning a Monster.

Why I Should (or Should Not) Be Invited To Collab With The 
Denison Bluegrass Ensemble

-William Kelsey, Sophomore Writer 
& A Damn Fine Young Man

ROHEEZY’S PLEA-ZY
 So I know #SpookySZN has passed, and now we find ourselves in what may be the most confusing 
time of the year; November. Confusing for a myriad of reasons. Today we will talk about the most superfi-
cial of these reasons because, well, the others are just too serious and complex to get into on the back of this 
throughly entertaining sheet. 

 This is, of course, the ever-raging debate of what holiday belongs to November. While many use No-
vember to get a headstart on christmas decorations and preparation, These people all ignore the significance 
Thanksgiving has.

 Thanskgiving is an occasion which people do not pay enough attention to. Who doesn’t love good food 
and reuniting with old annoying cousins who you only see very late November or december? also, I could re-
ally do without all the excessive chriatmas decorations. that’s the main reason here. i just cant reconcile seeing 
a giant inflatable frosty the snowman and santa and his sleigh proudly displayed in your front lawn. 

 Honestly, that is just doing too much. decorations should be up, maximum a month prior to the occa-
sion. we dont start preparing forhalloween until ctober 1st. whats so special abotu Christmas???

 Also, It really annoys me that all you christmas zealot sill reap the benefis of Thanksgiving. Look, I get 
it, you like letting eveyrone know youre festive af in the middle of november, but i better not see one turkey on 
your Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, Venmo, or whatver! 

TURKEY 

Pros:

-I can play the spoons (poorly)
-I will maybe get an art credit
-Bluegrass is one of the top three
types of grass, right after Turkeyfoot
and Black Mondo

Cons:

-I am Illiterate
-I once broke a violin
-I know neither tone nor rhythm and I
fear no man.

My application stands. Thank you, you know how to contact me. 
Goodnight.


